GOUX WINS CONTEST AT SPEEDWAY

In French Car He Averages 76.59 Miles Per Hour; Miserly, in American. Second: Mery, in States. Third: CAR. MASS OF FLAMES CONTINUES IN RACE

Men Shows Great Never, Intense Heat, and Many Changes of Time; Time: 100,000 in Throng.

INTERLUDE. May 28. John G. Weil, a Frenchman, won a prize of $500 as the highest average in a recent contest at the Speedway. This was the third annual contest at the famous motor track, and although it was not a great success, it did attract a large number of spectators, who were glad to see the famous French driver drive home the victory that he deserved.

NATIONAL MAINE MONUMENT IS DEDICATED

DEBUT at Decoration. Maine. Debut was made by the Maine monument, which was Charles of the famous race.
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BALKAN WAR ENDS; TREATY IS SIGNED

Delegates of the Allies and Turkey Sign Pact at Corunna. London, and 6 Months' War Ends.

MONTENEGRO BETTER OVER "SPOLIATION"

Hopes England Will Compress His for Sacrifice. Signs Show Little Interest in Jersey.

POLICE FIGHTS WIRE

COUNCIL WINS 35-
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THOUSANDS VISIT THE CEMETERY

Lette a Mound of Flowers at Close of Decoration. And Its Flood of Tender Memorials for Departed
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OBSERVATION WAS A VOLUNTARY ONE

No General Pursuit of Any Sort Needed to Return the Health of the People of the Day.

LOBBY PROBE STARTS TODAY

West Will Be Resolved. W. V. Strike Investigation Also Comes Up Today; Bryant

MUST SETTLE LEGAL POINT

Judge in Roosevelt Libel Action Will Decide Whether Plaintiff Asked That Statement Be Retracted.

HOOD, MAY 30.-The State House is packed with tobacco plant workers who are attending the meeting of the Maine monument, which was Charles of the famous race.
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